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catalogue by 8 gold and 47 silver coins of nine emperors.    No. 654 of BUB-
the first year of Jahangir gives a rare couplet : —
*
' The king, the asylum of the faith, Shah Nura-d-din Jahdngir, son
of Akbar Bad shah, struck coin in the city of Burh&npur/
This coin is of the normal weight, though heavy rupees were coined
of the same type (L. M. C., p. 151). Burhanpur seems to have issued
no coins in the name of Niirjahan, the issues of Jahangir's last years
being of the usual Ilahi type (L. M. (7., p. 150). Jahangir also issued
copper coins from Burhanpur.
Of Shahjahan there are examples of the Hijri (No. 930),
Ilahi (931) and { square areas' types, as well as of the rare
variety in which the names of the four Khalifas make their first
reappearance on the Mughal coinage after Akbar (No. 932). The
' square areas' are, at first, enclosed in plain, but later in dotted,
lines. In the reverse marginal legend is included the formula
a5ia 4ti\ jis*. The lozenge-shaped area was also in vogue in 1040.
The issues of the early years of Aurangz^b are rare, but there
are two in the L£hor Museum, on one of which (L. M. (7., p. 180),
Burhanptir is called s^U sal*, 'the sumptuous town/ Dr. White King
had a half fultis of the seventh year (1075), There would seem to
have been few issues from the mint between 1075 and 1098, but
from the latter date Burhanptir coins are plentiful in silver, and
there are gold muhars in the British Museum.
On Aurangzeb's death Burhdnptir recognized jl'zam as his father's
heir, and issued coin in his name in 1119. In 1120 we find Shdh
Ij4lam I striking coin there, and the mint is now given the epithet
of J5/JI jb, 'the abode of delight/ which is retained on the coinage
to the end of the series.
Of the remaining coins from this mint there is little to be
said. No. 2088 (N) is a rare coin and appears to be the only
known specimen of the gold coinage of Ahmad Shah from this
mint. Nos. 2346 and 2347 are of crude execution and savour
of MaratM mintage. Gaps in the reigns of Jahandar, Kafieu-d-darjat
and *Alamgir II, and a total absence of any copper coins, tend to
mar what is otherwise a representative collection of the issues
of Burhanpur.

